DATE: March 15, 1995

MACHINE: All Hydra Spikers B and Super B, All Hydra Hammers, All Anchor Removers

PRODUCTION DATES: 5/80 through Present

SUBJECT: Turntable Base

The 1513 8880 Turntable Base is used on all of the above Nordco machines. This turntable base must be removed from the storage rack on the machines and placed on the roadbed when using the turntable.

There is a concern that lifting the heavy steel turntable may cause an injury. An aluminum turntable base (Nordco Part Number 1513 8881) will soon be available. The 1513 8881 Turntable Base weighs only 50 pounds and is a direct replacement for the 1513 8880 Turntable Base.

C.J. Kreye
Service Manager